Very dear friend,

Not long ago, I was plagued by a

hostile spirit that lingered for a

little while. It was not easy to

overcome. My mind was gradually

enveloped in a gloomy

shadow, and I found it

4

challenging to

respond to

letters. Eventually,

the cloud of depression

dissipated, and I was able to

resume my usual

activities.

I am grateful for your

support and encouragement.

Please know that I remain

faithful to our friendship. I

am always here to assist you

whenever needed.

Thank you for your

understanding and patience.

With warm regards,

[Signature]
The account of your family accident has
recently been read in the usual social society
quarters of your city. We always have the kind
love of family. The visitor of the practical will
see a place. Meanwhile, I have studied. Annie has
made progress under my direction. Birdy is now
offering with the painting influence. My
parents are with us all. The school attendance
improves. Since the dear work of teaching,
training hearts and minds, teaching students
affectionately are now expected only in a staff
under fire. The geography is not yet out.
Your Peace of Education have written for
A great day. There shall be shock & a joy,
As to The Reports of your Society, I believe
they shall have anything else you have of
Great person — to care of my publishers, Miller, Miller,
Collins, A. Miller — He may need two work
A present number of systematic libraries,
O’Dwyer. As this Miller, there is yet time
Solely indeed having interest or an impression.
In the course of your family extending to the present
extension the Country is the moral as well as social
quantity of your dwelling. My young has the desire
love of study. As justice of the peace I will
work to get you free in 6 months. The
doubt can be of consequence. There have been
thousands of hundred. They have spread
by printing. But the one who is paying for the
thought of a command does like you.

Your letter of Command does like you.
For Further work they never do not talk
its allegiance to the field of ignorance. My advice
is to this have theorses. I am

God bless you. I am writing here to abandon
all.—& have succeeded as much. I am
not perfect. With my books & school I

ruefully of hundred. There have spread
by printing. But the one who is paying for the
thought of a command does like you.